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ABSTRACT 
 
Recently, enormous research efforts have been directed at diluted magnetic 
semiconductors (DMS) critical for realization of multi-functional spintronic devices. 
However, the origin of electronic and magnetic properties in DMS is not well understood. 
This study is aimed to better understand the structural, optical, magnetic, and magneto-
transport property relationships of Cr-doped In2O3 (In2O3:Cr) DMS grown under different 
partial oxygen pressures on sapphire substrates using pulsed laser deposition technique. 
The thin films were characterized using various state-of-the-art techniques such as x-ray 
diffraction (XRD), UV-VIS spectroscopy, magnetotransport, and SQUID magnetometer. 
Expansions in lattice parameter (10.10 Ǻ to 10.34 Ǻ) and crystal size (13.9 nm to 35.5 
nm) in these films with an increase in oxygen growth pressure as observed from XRD 
analysis are traceable to the reduction in oxygen vacancies (OVA). Optical analysis 
showed a redshift in absorption edges of the samples from 3.93 eV to 3.76 eV with an 
increase in oxygen growth pressure, which is attributed to the significant improvement in 
crystallinity. Magnetotransport results revealed that films grown at low oxygen pressures 
(high OVA) exhibited semiconductor-to-metallic transitions while film grown at high 
oxygen pressure (low OVA) showed typical semiconductor behavior. The films exhibited 
paramagnetism/antiferromagnetism as observed from magnetization data collected using 
a SQUID magnetometer. The observed magnetic behavior is possibly due to Cr 
clustering. This investigation reveals the important role of oxygen vacancies in the 
structural and electro-magneto-optical properties of In2O3:Cr DMS. Understanding of 
DMS is critical for the realization of spintronic devices such as spin field effect 
transistors. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 Until recently, semiconductor research has been restricted to the conventional 
semiconductor electronics, which is based only on the manipulation of the charge of the 
electron leaving out the spin. Owing to the realization of the need to manipulate both the 
spin and the charge of the electron arising from its relevance to spin electronics, intense 
research efforts have been directed at realizing ferromagnetic semiconductor materials 
with Curie temperatures (TC) especially above room temperature.
1,2
 Spin electronics or 
spintronics is a relatively new research field, and as the name implies, is a form of 
technology that utilizes both the spin and charge of the electron and  have possible 
applications in spin transistors, spin-polarized solar cells, and magnetic random access 
memories etc. The spin of an electron is shown as a detectable weak magnetic energy 
state characterized by a “spin-up’’ or a “spin-down’’. This implies that one necessarily 
needs systems that can generate as well as detect currents of spin-polarized electrons so 
as to be able to realize a spintronic device.  It is believed that magnetic semiconductors 
could lead to seamless electrical manipulation of magnetic states and magnetic 
modification of electrical signals, which could result in the realization of such devices as 
magnetic bipolar transistors that are able to transfer information from magnetic media to 
conventional semiconductor circuits. It turns out that a fundamental step towards 
harnessing the full potentials of spintronics lies in finding semiconducting materials with 
electrically tunable ferromagnetism above room temperature which can be incorporated 
into complex circuits. Some of the conventional semiconductor materials that are of 
importance to magnetic semiconductor research include GaN, GaAs, ZnO, In2O3, TiO2. 
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Transition metals such as Fe, Mn, Co, Cr, and Ni are also important in spintronics.  
1.1 Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) 
 Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are promising materials for spintronic 
applications. DMS are formed when transition metals such as Fe, Co or Mn are doped 
into a semiconductor host lattice such as GaN or TiO2. The research field of DMS got a 
boost with the theoretical prediction of room temperature ferromagnetism in Mn-doped 
ZnO and SnO2 coupled with the discovery of ferromagnetism in Mn-doped InAs and 
GaAs; although, at Curie temperatures less than room temperature.
3,4
 The presence of 
these transition metal ions in these semiconductors results in an indirect exchange 
interaction between their localized d electron spins and the itinerant conduction electrons 
or holes of the semiconductors giving rise to interesting magnetic field induced 
functionalities such as hysteresis and anomalous Hall effect, which are important for 
spintronic device applications. 
1.2 Oxide-based DMS 
 The need to develop next generation multifunctional spintronic devices 
necessitates the search for semiconducting oxides with tunable charge carrier density, 
high carrier mobility, and high optical transparency. The initial reports of ferromagnetic 
ordering in oxides were for Co-doped TiO2 (anatase), ZnO, and SnO2.
5,6,7,8
 Generally, 
existence of inherent oxygen vacancies in oxides makes them n-type conducting and 
attractive for magneto-optoelectronic applications. Various demonstrations of room 
temperature ferromagnetism have been reported for Mn-doped ZnO,
9
 Ni-doped ZnO,
10
 
and Co-doped ZnO.
11 
TiO2 is a considerably well researched DMS material and has been 
reported to exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism when doped with transition metals. 
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Room temperature ferromagnetic ordering has been shown for Fe-doped TiO2,
12
 Ni-
doped TiO2,
13
 and Co-doped TiO2
14
 systems. Co-doped SnO2 has been reported to exhibit 
high Curie temperature and high saturation magnetization (Ms = 7.5µB/Co ion).
15
 Room 
temperature ferromagnetism has also been demonstrated in Mn- and Fe-doped SnO2.
16,17
 
Recently, magnetic doped In2O3 has been shown to have superior optical as well as DMS 
properties.  
1.3. Cr-doped In2O3 DMS 
Recently, various demonstrations of room temperature ferromagnetism such as Ni-doped 
In2O3
  
have been reported
18
.  J. Philip et al.
19
 have reported high temperature 
ferromagnetism in Cr-doped In2O3 thin films grown by co-evaporation technique, and 
proposed that carrier-mediation is responsible for the observed magnetic behavior. 
According to their report, the electrical and magnetic behavior of Cr-doped In2O3 – 
ranging from ferromagnetic metal-like (n c = 3 x 10
20
 cm
-3
, Ms = 1.5 µB/Cr) to 
ferromagnetic semiconducting (n c = 1 x 10
20
, Ms = 1.25 µB/Cr) to paramagnetic 
insulating (n c = 9 x 10
18
 cm
-3
) can be controllably tuned by varying the defect 
concentration (oxygen vacancies) in these films. It must be pointed out that an exact 
theoretical explanation for the origin of ferromagnetism in DMS is still unclear. P. Kharel 
et al.
20
 have also reported the demonstration of room temperature ferromagnetism in spin-
coated Cr-doped In2O3 thin films and bulk samples only after high vacuum annealing of 
the samples. The carrier densities and saturation magnetization values for the thin film 
and bulk samples are 6.6 x 10
17
 cm
-3
 (0.22 µB/Cr) and 7 x 10
18
 cm
-3
 (0.008 µB/Cr) 
respectively. Average optical transparency values of ~ 88 % and ~ 80 % have been 
reported for Ti-doped In2O3 and Zn-doped In2O3 thin films respectively.
21,22
 This suggests 
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that electrical, optical as well as magnetic properties of indium oxide thin films are 
dependent on the growth technique. However, there is no report available on Cr-doped 
In2O3 DMS grown using PLD.  
1.4 Objective 
This work is on oxide-based DMS with special focus on chromium doped indium 
oxide. As earlier mentioned, ferromagnetic ordering in DMS is believed to be brought 
about by a mediation of the itinerant host semiconductor carriers between the localized 
electron spins of the transition metal dopant. Because of the inherent oxygen vacancies in 
In2O3 which give rise to n-type conductivity, it turns out that film growth parameters such 
as oxygen pressure in the growth chamber and growth temperature etc, can be effectively 
used to tune the oxygen vacancies thereby tuning the carrier concentration. We aim to 
understand the structural, optical, electrical, magnetic, and magneto-transport property 
relationships of In2O3:Cr thin films grown under different partial oxygen pressures using 
pulsed laser deposition.  
This thesis is basically presented in five chapters, starting with an introduction 
followed by summarized statements about previous work on DMS, especially transparent 
oxide-based DMS. Chapter two discusses theory of semiconductors, charge transport 
mechanisms, and ferromagnetism in oxide-based DMS. In chapter three, film growth, 
various characterization techniques, and fabrication of samples are briefly outlined. In 
chapter four, experimental results are discussed in details. The report ends with some 
conclusions in chapter five. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORY 
2.1. Semiconductors 
 As the name implies, semiconductors are a group of materials with conductivity 
that lie between metals and insulators, and whose conductivity can be tuned over orders 
of magnitude by changes in temperature, optical excitation, and impurities. 
Semiconductors composed of single species of atoms found in column IV of the periodic 
table are referred to as elemental semiconductors. Semiconductors made up of 
compounds of column III and V atoms as well as column II and VI atoms are referred to 
as compound semiconductors. There are also oxide semiconductors. Table 2.1 below 
contains a list of some common semiconductors.  
 
Table 2.1. Some common semiconductors 
Group IV                       III-V                                II-VI                                Oxide  
Semiconductors          Semiconductors          Semiconductors           Semiconductors 
     Si                               GaN                               ZnS                                  In2O3 
    Ge                              GaAs                              CdSe                                ZnO                                               
 
 It turns out that semiconductors at 0 K have a filled valence band separated from 
an empty conduction band by a band gap containing no allowed energy states - the same 
as insulators. The difference lies in the size of the band gap, which is smaller in 
semiconductors than in insulators. The relatively small band gap of these semiconductors 
enables the excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band by 
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reasonable amounts of optical or thermal energy resulting in electrical conductivity. For 
instance, at room temperature, a semiconductor (Si) with a band gap of 1.1 eV will have a 
significant number of electrons excited thermally across the energy gap into the 
conduction band, whereas an insulator (SiO2) with a band gap of ~ 9.0 eV will have a 
negligible number of excitations. A fundamental difference between semiconductors and 
insulators is that the number of electrons available for electrical conduction can be 
increased significantly in semiconductors by thermal or optical energy. Also conductivity 
in pure semiconductors can be engendered by an introduction of a limited amount of an 
impurity atom (doping) to the semiconductor host lattice. For example, an introduction of 
a limited quantity of arsenic, phosphorus or boron to silicon results in the creation of 
mobile electrons or holes, and this gives rise to electrical conductivity in silicon. 
2.2 Direct and indirect band gap semiconductors 
Energy band gap (Eg) is defined as the energy separation between the highest valence 
band maximum and the lowest conduction band minimum. There are two types of 
semiconductors based on the type of band gap: direct band gap semiconductors and 
indirect band gap semiconductors.  A close examination of Figs. 2.1 (a) and (b) reveals 
some important facts about semiconductors with direct and indirect band gap. The major 
difference between direct and indirect band gap semiconductors is the location of the 
lowest conduction band minima in relation to the highest valence band maxima. For the 
direct band, both the highest valence band maximum and the lowest conduction band 
minimum occur at the same point in K-space. This feature has enormous consequences 
on optical processes such as electronic transitions between the valence and conduction 
bands. For the indirect band gap semiconductor, the highest valence band maximum and  
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagrams of the band structures of (a) direct band gap and (b) 
indirect band gap semiconductors. 
 
the lowest conduction band minimum occur at different points in k-space. This also is of 
great importance in optical processes.  
2.3 Extrinsic semiconductors 
 An intrinsic (pure) semiconductor is a perfect semiconductor crystal with no 
lattice defects or impurities. In these materials, there are no charge carriers at 0 K because 
of the completely filled valence band and completely empty conduction band, while at 
higher temperatures, electron-hole pairs are generated due to the thermal excitation of 
valence band electrons across the band gap into the conduction band. Since the charge 
carriers in intrinsic semiconductors are generated by thermal/optical excitation, the 
concentration of electrons in the conduction band is always equal to the concentration of 
holes in the valence band. Besides the intrinsic carriers generated thermally, it is possible 
to create carriers in semiconductors and consequently vary the semiconductor 
conductivity by intentionally introducing impurities into the crystal via a process called 
doping. An extrinsic semiconductor is obtained when a semiconductor crystal is doped 
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such that the equilibrium electron concentration differs from the equilibrium hole 
concentration by larger amount. By doping, a crystal can be altered so that it can have a 
prevalence of either electrons or holes, which leads to the existence of two types of doped 
semiconductors – n-type (mostly electrons) and p-type (mostly holes). The introduction 
of impurities or lattice defects in a perfect crystal creates additional energy levels in the 
band structure usually within the band gap. For instance, introduction of a column V 
impurity atom such as As or P (donor impurity) to Si or Ge creates an energy level filled 
with electrons at 0 K just at the edge of the conduction band, and as a result, only a small 
amount of energy is required to excite these electrons to the conduction band. Thus with a 
slight increase in temperature nearly all electrons at the impurity (donor) level are excited 
to the conduction band. This type of semiconductor is referred to as n-type since the 
electron concentration is far greater than the hole concentration due to the donor doping. 
In the same way, introduction of a column III impurity atom such as B, Al or Ga to Si or 
Ge results in the creation of an energy level empty of electrons at 0 K, just at the valence 
band edge. At low temperatures, enough thermal energy is available to excite electrons 
from the valance band to the impurity (acceptor) level leaving behind holes in the valence 
band. This type of semiconductor is referred to as p-type since the hole concentration is 
far greater than the electron concentration as a result of the acceptor doping.  
2.4 Charge transport in semiconductors 
 Because of the exhibition of negative temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) 
by different transport mechanisms coupled with the complex nature of temperature 
dependent electrical transport in semiconductors, theoretical explanation and modeling 
have remained difficult. Various transport models have been proposed for disordered 
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systems in either the metallic regime or the Anderson-localization regime.
23,24
 It also 
turns out that all transport models for systems in the Anderson-localization regime 
involve phonon-assisted hopping (or tunneling) models and the variable-range hopping 
(VRH) model. The models can be expressed using the relation
25
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where, 1B , 2B , and p  are constants. A conduction mechanism dominated by hopping 
between localized states distributed randomly in the film – 3D variable-range hopping 
(VRH) is represented by Eq. (2.1) with p = 4. Another hopping conduction mechanism – 
nearest neighbor hopping (NNH) characterized by p = 1, is used to describe a system 
dominated by hopping between localized states distributed in a periodic array. Variable-
range hopping in a coulomb gap or in a system characterized by a distribution of small 
metallic grains separated by thin insulating layers – granular-metal system, could be 
represented by p = 2. In such systems, the charging energy, CE  varies inversely with the 
capacitance, C as shown by the relation, 
                             
C
e
EC
2
2
                                                                                        (2.2) 
where  is a constant and e is the electronic charge.  The charging energy governs the 
resistance. However, there exists a variety of other disordered systems, in which most of 
the conduction electrons are delocalized and are free to move over distances very large as 
compared to the atomic dimensions. For these random systems, the electrical conduction 
is dominated by electron transfer between large conducting segments separated by small 
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insulating barriers (fluctuation induced tunneling) rather than by hopping between 
localized states, and )(T  is given by26 
                          
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0
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3 exp)(
tt
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where 3B  is a constant and 0t  and 1t  are related to the properties of the insulating 
barriers between the metallic clusters and obtained from the relation
26
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where A  is the barrier area, 0V  is the barrier height, m  is the charge carrier mass, w  is 
the barrier width, 0  is the permittivity of free space, and   is Planck’s constant divided 
by 2 . For degenerately doped semiconductors, ionized impurity scattering has been 
observed to be responsible for negative temperature coefficient of resistivity, and is given 
by the relation 
                             )(T 2
3
t                                                                               (2.6) 
2.5 Ferromagnetism and magnetic materials 
Magnetism is a phenomenon by which materials assert attractive or repulsive influences 
on other materials. Iron remains the most well-known magnetic material; however, all 
substances are influenced to some degree by the presence of a magnetic field. The 
magnetic moment of an electron has three principal sources: (a) the spin of the electron, 
(b) the orbital angular momentum about a nucleus, (c) the change in the orbital moment 
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caused by an applied magnetic field. Effects (a) and (b) give paramagnetic contribution to 
the magnetization and (c) gives a diamagnetic contribution. The spin and orbital moments 
for atoms with filled electron shells are zero, and unfilled shells have finite moments. The 
magnetic moment per unit volume is referred to as magnetization, M, and the magnetic 
susceptibility   is given by 
                                   
B
M
                                                                             (2.7) 
where B  is the macroscopic magnetic field intensity. Examples of materials which 
exhibit ferromagnetism – the magnetic phenomenon of interest in this work are: iron, 
cobalt, nickel, and gadolinium.  
 A ferromagnet possesses a magnetic moment even in the absence of an applied 
magnetic field, and manifests large and permanent magnetizations. The presence of 
spontaneous moment indicates that electron spins and magnetic moments are arranged in 
a regular fashion – uncancelled electron spins as a consequence of the electron structure. 
In a ferromagnet, net spin magnetic moments of adjacent atoms align with one another 
over relatively large volume of the crystal even in zero external field as a result of 
coupling interactions. The origin of these coupling forces, though still unclear, is believed 
to be due to the electronic structure of the metal. The saturation magnetization,  of a 
ferromagnet results when all magnetic dipoles in a solid material are mutually aligned in 
the direction of the external field. In the mean-field approximation, it is assumed that 
each magnetic atom experiences a field proportional to the magnetization as given by the 
relation 
                                  MBE                                                                           (2.8) 
SM
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where   is a constant independent of temperature. The Curie temperature CT  is the 
temperature above which the spontaneous magnetization varnishes. For T > CT , the 
materials is in the  paramagnetic phase, and for T < CT  it is in the ordered ferromagnetic 
state as shown in figure 2.2. 
 
                  
Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of a simple ferromagnet 
 
 
2.6 Ferromagnetism in oxide semiconductors 
 It turns out that despite considerable research efforts made in the field of DMS, 
exact theoretical explanation for the observation of ferromagnetic ordering in these 
materials is still elusive; although, there exists some theoretical models aimed at 
explaining ferromagnetism in both the III-V and oxide transition metal doped 
semiconductors. 
 The Zener ferromagnetic double exchange model predicts that ferromagnetism 
arises from exchange coupling between local moments and band electrons. It assumes 
that ferromagnetism is mediated by shallow acceptors in a matrix of localized spins in 
diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS)
27
. It was used to explain earlier observations of 
ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As,
28
 where it assumes that the transition energy from Mn
3+
 to 
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Mn
2+
 lies well below the top of the valence band and that the transition energy from Mn
2+
 
to Mn
+
 lies well above the bottom of the conduction band.  
 The donor impurity band exchange model put forward by Coey et al.
29
 is based on 
the premise that conventional super-exchange or double exchange cannot give rise to 
long-range magnetic order at such small concentrations of cations obtainable in DMS 
experiments. This model predicts that ferromagnetic exchange in nitrides and oxides is 
due to mediation by shallow donor electrons that form bound magnetic polarons, which 
overlap to create a spin-split impurity band. It also predicts a phase diagram for an oxide 
semiconductor as a function of doping and carrier concentration as well as a general 
oxide formula given by 
                               OBA xx )(( 1 δ) n                                                                    (2.18) 
where, A  is the non-magnetic ion, B  
The donor polaron and cation percolation thresholds δ p  and px  respectively determine 
the occurrence of different magnetic phases. This model predicts that in oxides, 
ferromagnetism occurs when δ > δ p  and x< px , while antiferromagnetism or 
ferimagnetism is obtained when x  > px . The complex magnetic phase diagram for 
oxide-based DMS is shown in Fig. 2.3.   The RKKY exchange model is usually 
employed to explain ferromagnetism in systems where the Fermi level lies below the 
mobility edge and the separation of magnetic cation neighbors is less than the localization 
length
30
. It is usually used to predict magnetic order at high donor concentrations, where 
the impurity-band exchange model breaks down, and the donor states merge with the 
bottom of the conduction band.  The RKKY interaction is always ferromagnetic at low 
electron densities since the wave vector KF is small at the bottom of the band, while it is         
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Figure 2.3. The magnetic phase diagram for oxide-based diluted magnetic 
semiconductors.
29 
 
 
spin-glass at higher densities since the interaction provides as many negative as positive 
exchange bonds.  
 It must be noted that despite the existence of the above theoretical models,
26,28,29 
there is no exact explanation for the occurrence of ferromagnetism in DMS materials; 
although, itinerant carrier mediation between the localized 3d electron spins of the 
transition metal seems to be commonly regarded as the most likely source of 
ferromagnetism (Fig. 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in DMS. 
 
 In this chapter, summarized statements about semiconductors, charge transport in 
semiconductors, magnetism and magnetic materials, and various theoretical models 
relevant in the explanation of ferromagnetism in DMS have been presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION  
3.1 Pulsed laser deposition 
 Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a deposition technique whereby a pulsed laser 
beam focused down by a lens hits a target of the desired material and creates a plume of 
the material perpenducular to the target surface. Typical lasers employed include ArF, 
KrF excimer lasers, and Nd:YAG laser. The PLD set-up in our laboratory used in this 
work has a KrF excimer laser source (Lambda Physik COMPex) and a high vacuum 
system that can attain pressures up to 10
-7
 mbar with the aid of roughing and turbo 
pumps. PLD has been very effective in the deposition of thin films of many materials 
especially complex oxides. Our high vacuum deposition system (Fig. 3.1) comprises a 
deposition chamber, target carousel with six target holders, a variable temperature 
 
 
Figure 3.1. PLD system showing the laser and growth chamber in PAMS laboratory at 
Missouri State University. 
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substrate holder, and many standard ports such as pumping ports, gas inlet, pressure 
gauge, and view ports. Different parts are indicated in Fig. 3.2: the laser port, L; the 
target port flange-to-beam focal plane distance, Z; the target to substrate distance, S, and 
the substrate-to-flange distance, T. The target-to-substrate distance is usually about 5–15 
cm. PLD involves a complex physical process of the interaction of high-power pulsed 
radiation on a solid target with the laser material, the formation of plasma plume, and the 
transfer of the ablated material through the plasma plume onto the substrate surface. 
Hence, pulsed laser deposition of thin films could be broken down into four different 
steps: 
(a) Interaction of the laser radiation with the target 
(b) Ablation materials dynamics 
(c) Deposition of the ablated materials onto the substrate 
(d) Thin film growth and nucleation on the substrate surface 
The first step involves a focusing of the laser beam onto the surface of the target, and 
subsequent stoichiometric dissociation and ablation of the target material from the target 
surface. Various complex physical phenomena such as collisions, heating, electronic 
excitation etc, accompany the ablation process. 
 The second step involves a movement of the dissociated materials from the target 
towards the substrate as governed by the laws of gas-dynamics. The uniformity of the 
deposited film on the substrate is affected by the spot size of the laser and the plasma 
temperature. Also the angular spread of the ablated materials depends on the target-to-
substrate distance. 
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of a pulsed laser deposition system. 
 
 In the third step, the emitted high-energy species impinge on the substrate surface. 
This step is critical in determining the quality of the film. Here, some of the surface 
atoms are sputtered by the energetic species, and this leads to the formation of a collision 
region between the incident flow and sputtered atoms; films grow only on the formation 
of a thermalized region. 
 The growth and nucleation step is a critical step which depends on such factors as 
the energy of the laser, density, ionization degree, and temperature as well as physical 
and chemical properties of the substrate. The growth of crystalline films is dependent on 
the surface mobility of the adatom, which diffuses through several atomic distances 
before settling at a stable position within the film. The adatom’s surface diffusion 
mobility is dependent on the substrate temperature; it turns out that high temperature 
favors fast and defect-free crystal growth while amorphous or disordered structures are 
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favored by low temperature. The nucleation process depends on the interfacial energies 
between the substrate, condensing material, and vapor. The advantages of PLD over other 
deposition systems are: versatility, ability to maintain stoichiometry, low cost, ease of 
operation and cleanliness. Due to limited laser spot size, the ablation plume cross-section 
is usually small; this limits the sample size and causes thickness non-uniformity. The 
high forward direction of the plume of the ablated material makes thickness monitoring 
difficult.  
3.2 Raman spectroscopy 
 Raman spectroscopy is a structural characterization tool at molecular level, which 
gives information about the structural properties of a material. It is based on the theory 
that photons of light on interaction with matter may be absorbed or scattered or may not 
interact with the material and may pass through it.  In Raman scattering, the light 
interacts with the molecule and polarizes the electron cloud round the nuclei, and this 
electron cloud forms a short-lived state referred to as a virtual state. Elastic/Rayleigh 
scattering arises when the photons are scattered with very small frequency changes 
causing a mere distortion of the electron cloud. In Raman/inelastic scattering, the energy 
of the scattered photon is different from the incident photon by one vibrational unit of 
energy. Here, the scattering process induces nuclear motion, and energy is transferred 
either from the incident photon to the molecule or from the molecule to the scattered 
photon. 
 From Fig. 3.3, the Raman scattering process from the ground vibrational state, m 
results in absorption of energy by the molecule and its promotion to a higher excited 
state, n. This is referred to as Stokes scattering. However, due to thermal energy, some 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes. 
 
molecules may be present in an excited state such as n, and scattering from these states to 
the ground state, m is referred to as anti-Stokes scattering. A TRIAX 320 model system 
was used for the Raman measurement. This setup makes use of green laser as a light 
source. The back scattered light will be sent to a Charge Coupled Device (CCD); the 
green filter blocks the light with same wavelength as that of incident light. The remaining 
scattered light is analyzed by plotting a graph with the intensity (a.u.) along the y-axis 
and change in wave number (cm
-1
) along the x-axis. 
3.3 UV-visible spectroscopy 
 UV-visible spectroscopy gives information about the optical 
transmittance/absorbance as well as the band gap of a material. It enables a comparison 
of the measured intensity, I of a monochromatic light passing through a sample (liquid or 
soild) to the original intensity, I0 of the incident light beam. A spectrophotometer is 
composed of a light source, a sample holder (with a cover to prevent outside light from 
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altering data) and a light detector. Here, light is passed through the desired sample for 
measurement, and the data (transmittance or absorbance) are collected with the aid of the 
Ocean Optics software. If no light is absorbed by the sample, I = I0. I < I0 implies 
absorption. Transmittance, T is the ratio of transmitted light to the incident light. 
 
Figure 3.4. The UV-visible spectrophotometer set-up in PAMS laboratory at Missouri 
State University. 
 
 
3.4. X-ray diffraction 
 X-ray diffraction is an important and non-destructive technique employed in 
semiconductor characterization. It enables the extraction of such information as structural 
quality, orientation, composition and lattice parameters. Fundamental theories and 
principles of operation were based on the works of W. H Bragg and W. L Bragg which 
were consolidated by more detailed and thorough descriptions in the 1940s by Laue and 
Ewald. A Bruker AXS Discover 8 (D8) diffractometer was used in this work. As with 
almost all high resolution-XRD (HRXRD) systems, it is made up of five basic parts: the 
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X-ray source, primary optics, sample holder, secondary optics and detector. It is also 
equipped with a computer-controlled goniometer that makes a perfect optimization of the 
scattering angles – incidence, reflection and rotation angles. Both double-crystal (with 
analyzer crystal) and triple axis (without analyzer crystal) are available. The source 
generates X-rays via electron transitions involving deep levels and the mostly used 
transition is the Kα1 of Cu with a wavelength of 1
KCu = 1.5405980 Å; although, other 
wavelengths which are filtered out with the aid of the secondary optics could also be 
generated in copper. The primary source could be a Ge (220) monochromator which 
collimates the Cu-tube X-ray incident beam. Figure 3.5 below is an illustration of the 
directions of the incidence and diffracted X-rays relative to the sample surface during a 
typical X-ray diffraction measurement. The symbol, ω, is the angle between the incident 
beam and the sample surface; and 2θ is the angle between the incident beam and the 
detector. Azimuthal rotations of the detector and sample about the axis in diffraction 
plane are represented by the angles φ and ψ respectively. Typical measurement scans 
involve a relative movement of the source and detector, and this differentiates one scan 
from another. In the ω-scan (rocking curve), the sample is rotated around the ω-axis with 
the x-ray and detector positions (2θ) fixed. For the 2θ/ω scan, the angles are changed so 
that θ = ω during the measurement. The lattice parameters of both sample and substrate 
could be obtained from the peak positions in the 2θ/ω scan. Information about the 
crystalline quality of semiconductor layers are extracted from the full-width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of ω-scans. Also, indications of the strain states of epitaxial layers 
are obtained by studying both the symmetric and asymmetric reflections since they give 
information about the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants. Reciprocal space maps 
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Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of an X-ray diffractometer with associated movements 
and angles. 
 
 
are preferred for more accurate analysis of strained/relaxed heterostructures.  
3.5 Atomic force microscopy 
 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a highly sensitive method which mechanically 
gives information about the surface morphology with atomic scale resolution. AFM 
measurements in this work were carried out with the aid of the Veeco Dimension 3100 at 
CASE, Missouri State University. The basic idea in AFM is to let a sharp tip scan the 
surface of the sample. A small force applied to the tip moves the tip across the surface 
resulting in a variation in force between the tip and the surface atoms. The tip is mounted 
on a cantilever and the force causes it to deflect. The deflection is usually measured by a 
laser beam which is reflected in different angles depending on the degree of deflection. 
The actual force can then be calculated using Hooke’s law, F = -kz; where F is the force, 
K is the cantilever spring constant and z is the displacement of the cantilever. A 
piezoelectric system is used to move the tip across the surface with high precision. The 
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AFM has three different modes of operation: contact mode, non-contact mode and 
tapping mode. The tapping AFM mode described below was used in this investigation. In 
this mode as the name implies, the tip taps the surface. The tip is set in motion, oscillates 
at or close to the resonance frequency and moves with an amplitude typically > 20 nm. 
Starting away from the surface, the tip is slowly brought in contact with the surface, 
tapping the surface atoms. An energy loss to the surface atoms and a decrease in 
amplitude occur due to the tapping. A feedback loop keeps the amplitude and force, 
constant by adjusting the separation during movement. 
3.6. Hall effect 
The Hall effect measurement is a common technique employed in the 
characterization of semiconductors, and was majorly used in this work. The Hall 
measurement gives information about free carrier concentration, type of carriers and 
mobility of carriers. It works on the principle that a Lorentz force is experienced by 
charge carriers in a semiconductor sample when a magnetic field is applied transversely 
to the direction of current flow. As a result, the carriers are pulled to one side of the 
sample leading to a buildup of an electric field which is measured as the Hall voltage, EY. 
                              EY = RH. JX. BZ                                                                           (3.1) 
In carrying out Hall effect measurements on our samples, the Van der Pauw approach 
was used due to its apparent advantages and accuracy in results. The Van der Pauw 
approach removes the problem of making symmetrical pieces and sample dimension 
uncertainties. It only requires that the samples be flat, isotropic and homogenous. 
Although the geometry could be arbitrary, 3 mm x 3 mm samples were used in the 
measurements with four indium contacts made at the edges as shown in figure 3.5 (b).       
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Figure. 3.6. Schematic diagram of (a) Hall effect (b) Van der Pauw configuration. 
 
 
By passing current through neighboring contacts (A       B, B        C, C       D, D        A) 
and measuring the voltages across the remaining, the resistivity ρ, as well as the 
resistance, RAB, CD, given by, 
                      RAB,CD = 
AB
CD
i
VV 00 
                                                                       (3.2) 
 
are obtained. The zero superscript indicates that no magnetic field is applied. From the 
two characteristic resistances, RBC,DA and RAB,CD and analyzing the field distribution, 
Van der Pauw showed that the resistivity ρ, could be obtained thus: 
                      exp 




 
DABCR
d
,


+ exp 




 
CDABR
d
,


 = 1                                 (3.3) 
 
With the initial application of a magnetic field, B followed by passing a current through 
neighbouring contacts (A       C, B       D) and measuring of Hall voltage across the 
remaining contacts, Van der Pauw analytically obtained an expression for the Hall 
coefficients, RH. 
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The charge carrier concentration, n and the carrier mobility, μH were obtained as shown 
in equations (3.5) and (3.6) below respectively. 
                       n = 
BDACH qdR
B
qR ,
1
                                                                       (3.5) 
 
                      
B
dRR BDACH
H


,
                                                                         (3.6) 
 
All the samples were measured in the 5 – 300 K temperature interval using the low 
temperature system with an applied magnetic field of up to 1.3 T. 
 
 
Figure 3.7. The Hall effect set-up in PAMS laboratory at Missouri State University. 
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3.7. Temperature dependent resistivity 
 Just like in Hall effect, temperature dependent resistivity measurements were 
carried out using the four-probe electrical measurement technique. The temperature-
dependent resistivity measurements were carried out in the 50 – 300 K temperature range. 
The current was supplied via the Keithley  230 current source and the voltage was read 
off using the Keithley 182 voltmeter. The resistivity of the samples can be calculated 
using the relation 
                             
L
RA
                                                                                  (3.7) 
where R  is the measured resistance value, and A  is the cross-sectional area of sample 
and L  is the length. 
3.8 SQUID magnetometry 
 It turns out that magnetic measurements are the key tool for characterizing our 
samples. DC magnetic measurements determine the equilibrium value of the 
magnetization of the sample, while AC magnetic measurements give information on 
magnetization dynamics that are not obtainable via DC measurement. This 
characterization was carried out with the aid of superconducting quantum interference 
device (SQUID) magnetometer. Here, the dependence of the magnetization (M) of the 
sample on temperature at applied magnetic field (FC) was measured, with the field 
usually set at 1000 Oe. Such information like Curie and Neel temperatures can be 
obtained from this measurement. This was followed by measurements of the 
magnetization at changing magnetic field usually at temperatures of 5 K, 100 K, and 300 
K. From these measurements, information about hysteresis effects and saturation 
magnetization are obtainable. The applied magnetic field ranged from 0 to 5 T. 
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3.9 Samples 
 Cr-doped Indium oxide was chosen to study DMS properties for the following 
reasons: indium oxide belongs to the family of transparent oxide semiconductors; 
although not as well investigated as other transparent semiconductors. Indium oxide 
crystallizes in the cubic bixbyte structure, with a band gap of 3.75 eV, and lattice constant 
of 10.118 Å.
19  
It is possible for indium to occupy two positions in the lattice – the 
octahedral and tetrahedral positions. The oxygen positions also could have vacancies, 
which usually gives rise to n-type conductivity in indium oxide. Indium oxide (In2O3) is a 
transparent, n-type material with inherent oxygen deficiencies whose electrical and 
optical properties can be effectively tuned by tuning the oxygen vacancies through 
chemical doping as well as growth parameters such as partial oxygen pressure in the 
growth chamber and substrate temperatures. 
            Chromium belongs to the family of transition metals. It is antiferromagnetic in the 
bulk state, and superparamegnetic in small cluster form. CrO2 is the only ferromagnetic 
secondary phase of chromium. Compared with most transition metals, Cr has large 
magnetic moment in the ionic state, and unlike Co, observation of ferromagnetism due to 
Cr clustering is ruled out since small amounts of Cr clusters result in superparamagnetism 
while bulk Cr is antiferromagnetic. 
 A chromium-doped indium oxide (In2O3:Cr) target with 2.5 wt % chromium was 
prepared by standard solid-state reaction method using high purity In2O3 (99.999 %) and 
Cr2O3 (99.8 %). Required amounts of In2O3 and Cr2O3 were taken by molecular weight 
and mixed thoroughly. The well-ground mixture was heated in air at 800 ˚C for 12 h. The 
powder mixture was cold-pressed using a hydraulic press at 15 tons load, and sintered in 
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air at 800 ˚C for 12 h. The sapphire substrates were dropped in propanol and ethanol 
respectively and put in an ultrasonic cleaner for approximately 5 mins to ensure proper 
cleaning. Cr-doped In2O3 thin films were grown on the c-plane sapphire substrates using 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique (KrF excimer laser, λ=248 nm) for ~ 20 min at a 
substrate temperature of 400 ˚C. The laser was operated at a pulse rate of 10 Hz and 
energy of 300 mJ/cm
2
. The deposition chamber was initially evacuated to a base pressure 
of ~ 3.0 × 10
-6
 torr, followed with the introduction of oxygen gas in order to obtain the 
required growth pressures of 7.5 × 10
-6
 (Sample A), 7.5 × 10
-5
 (Sample B), 7.5 × 10
-4
 
(Sample C), and 7.5 × 10
-3
 (Sample D) torr. Details of growth parameters of samples are 
given in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1. Summary of In2O3:Cr films growth parameters 
Sample           Substrate        Growth                          Atmosphere           Chamber    
                                              Temperature (C)                                          Pressure (Torr) 
A                    Sapphire           400                                 Oxygen                   7.5 x 10
-6
 
B                    Sapphire           400                                 Oxygen                   7.5 x 10
-5
 
C                    Sapphire           400                                 Oxygen                   7.5 x 10
-4
 
D                    Sapphire           400                                 Oxygen                   7.5 x 10
-3
 
 
Results of samples A, B, C, and D contained in this report are representatives of four 
batches of samples grown under similar conditions and observed to exhibit similar 
property trends. All samples were characterized with the Bruker AXS x-ray 
diffractometer using CuKα radiation having a wavelength of 1.5406 Å. The surface 
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morphology of the films was investigated using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The 
thickness of the films were measured using atomic force microscopy and found to be 58 
nm, 53 nm, 46 nm, and 41 nm for samples A, B, C, and D respectively. Micro-Raman 
scattering experiments were also performed in perfect back-scattering geometry using a 
fiber-optically coupled confocal micro-Raman system. The optical transmittance 
measurements were carried out using ultra-violet visible spectrophotometer (Ocean 
Optics HR400). The resistivity and Hall effect measurements were carried out using the 
standard four-probe technique. All film resistivity was obtained from the average of 
measurements for each film. The magnetic field dependence of Hall effect was measured 
with the field applied perpendicular to the film surface in the Van der Pauw 
configuration. The Hall voltage was measured using a Keithley 182 voltmeter and current 
was supplied using the Keithley 230 current source. Magnetization characterizations on 
the films were carried out with the aid of the SQUID magnetometer. This chapter 
highlights the various film growth and characterization equipment and techniques used in 
this work. It also contains a summary of the sample growth parameters.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1. Structural properties 
 In2O3 crystallizes in the cubic bixbyte structure with a lattice constant of 10.118 Å 
and a direct band gap of 3.75 eV.
19
 The diffraction peaks (samples A-D) in Fig. 4.1 are 
for In2O3:Cr samples grown at 7.5 × 10
-6
, 7.5 × 10
-5
, 7.5 × 10
-4
, and 7.5 × 10
-3
 torr of 
partial oxygen pressure on sapphire substrates. The films are highly crystalline and in 
good agreement with the JCPDS file card no. 06-0416 for In2O3, all the films show peaks 
corresponding to In2O3 phase only, which suggests that Cr forms a solid solution with 
In2O3 in all our samples. It could be seen from Fig. 4.1 that not all the peaks are present, 
possibly due to the preferential orientation of the films in the (222) plane.  The peaks 
labeled ‘S’ correspond to the substrate. From Fig. 4.2, one notices an obvious shift of the 
diffraction peaks to lower angles with increasing partial oxygen pressure, which indicates 
an expansion in the lattice constant. Using the relations 
                             sin2 hkld                                                                             (4.1) 
and 
                             
222 lkh
a
dhkl

                                                                    (4.2) 
for cubic structures, where   is diffraction wavelength, hkld  is the interplanar distance,  
and  is the diffraction angle, an increase in lattice constant from 10.103 Å to 10.337 Å 
as the oxygen growth pressure increases from 7.5 × 10
-6
 to 7.5 × 10
-3 
Torr was observed 
as shown in Fig. 4.3. For sample A, it could be explained that the lattice distortion and 
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consequent lower lattice constant value (10.103 Å) when compared with In2O3 (10.118 
Å), is due to the incorporation of smaller Cr ions into the In sites of the In2O3 lattice.
19
  
 
     
Figure 4.1. X-ray diffraction pattern for films grown at partial pressures of (A) 7.5 × 10
-6
, 
(B) 7.5 × 10
-5
,(C) 7.5 × 10
-4
, and (D) 7.5 × 10
-3
 Torr of oxygen.  
 
 
A broadening of the (222) diffraction peaks due to the effects of strain and/or size, is also 
noticeable from Fig. 4.2. Sherrer method was employed to estimate the particle sizes of 
the thin films using the relation
33
 
                           


cos
C
t                                                                                (4.3) 
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Figure 4.2. X-ray diffraction pattern for films grown at partial pressures of (A) 7.5 × 10
-6
, 
(B)7.5 × 10
-5
,(C) 7.5 × 10
-4
, and (D)7.5 × 10
-3
 Torr of oxygen expanded around (222).  
plane. 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 4.3. Plot of lattice constant vs. partial oxygen pressure for In2O3:Cr films. 
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where   is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the XRD peak,  is the x-ray 
wavelength,  is the diffraction angle, and C is the correction factor which is taken as 
unity.  
       
Figure 4.4. The effect of oxygen growth pressure on the crystal quality of In2O3:Cr films. 
 
The estimated particle sizes were determined using the (222) diffraction peaks and are 
shown in Fig. 4.5. The particle size varies from 13.9 nm to 35.3 nm with increase in 
partial oxygen pressure. Tsunekawa et al.
31
 have reported an observed anomalous lattice 
expansion with decreasing particle size in oxide nanoparticles. Z. D. Zhou et al.
32
 have 
also correlated an observed lattice expansion and decrease in particle size in CeO2 
nanoparticles, with increased concentration of oxygen vacancies.  
 In this work, our observed lattice expansion and increase in particle size with 
increased partial oxygen pressure
 
is proposed to be due to the reduction in oxygen 
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vacancies in these thin films. The shrinking of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
of the diffraction peaks with increase in partial oxygen pressure (Fig. 4.4) - an indication  
    
Figure. 4.5. Plot of particle size vs. partial oxygen pressure for In2O3:Cr films. 
 
of improved crystallinity, independently supports the estimated particle sizes for the 
films. The FWHM of (222) decreases from 0.0108 rad to 0.0031 rad as the partial oxygen 
pressure increases from 7.5 × 10
-6
 to 7.5 × 10
-3
 Torr.  
The Raman spectra for In2O3:Cr is shown in Fig. 4.6. The factor group analysis 
predicts the following modes for In2O3:  4Ag (Raman) + 4Eg (Raman) + 14Tg (Raman) + 
5Au (inactive) + 5Eu (inactive) + 16Tu (infra-red). Raman peaks corresponding to In2O3 
were observed at 306.8, 366.8, and 496.3 cm
-1
. Within an experimental accuracy of a few 
wave numbers, no discernible shifts in the sample peaks as a result of oxygen growth 
pressure were observed. 
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Figure 4.6. Raman spectra of Cr (2.5 %)-doped In2O3 films.  
 
AFM measurements carried out on the samples show the smoothest surface for 
the sample grown at 7.5 × 10
-4
 Torr with a root mean square (rms) value of 1.7 nm (Fig. 
4.9). The sample morphology is suggestive of island growth.  
                                           
Figure. 4.7. AFM image for In2O3:Cr films grown at partial oxygen pressure of 7.5 × 10
-6
 
Torr. 
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Figure. 4.8. AFM image for In2O3:Cr films grown at partial oxygen pressure of 7.5 × 10
-5
 
Torr. 
 
                      
                                
Figure. 4.9. AFM image for In2O3:Cr films grown at partial oxygen pressure of 7.5 × 10
-4
 
Torr. 
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Figure. 4.10. AFM images for In2O3:Cr films grown at partial oxygen pressure of 7.5 × 
10
-3
 Torr. 
 
 
4.2. Optical properties 
The optical transmission spectra of In2O3:Cr films are shown in Fig. 4.11. Optical 
transmittance is observed to be strongly dependent on the oxygen growth pressure. The 
films are highly transparent. The average optical transparency is observed to increase 
from ~ 52 % to ~ 85 % as the partial oxygen pressure increased from 7.5 × 10
-6
 to 7.5 × 
10
-3
 Torr respectively. According to the Drude model,
33
 the plasma frequency – 
responsible for the absorption peaks is given by 
                         
0
2
m
ne
wp                                                                                 (4.4) 
where e  is the electron charge, n  is the electron density, 0 is the permittivity in free 
space, and *m  is the electron effective mass. In order to explain the observed optical 
behavior of our films, we employed the ionized impurity scattering model due to heavy 
doping.  
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Figure 4.11. Optical transmission spectra of In2O3:Cr films. 
 
Here, the frequency dependent relaxation time, which is usually introduced at 
 /pww   is given by
33
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where /pw  is the screened plasma frequency. The decrease in the screened plasma 
frequency with increase in partial oxygen pressure, and consequent reduction in carrier 
concentration, results in increased relaxation time and reduced absorption. Hence, 
transparency is enhanced in the films as shown in Fig. 4.12. Figures 4.12 – 4.15 show the 
relationship between absorption coefficient and photon energy. Neglecting reflectivity 
near the absorption edge in the transmission spectrum, the optical transmittance (T) is 
given by
34 
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)exp(0 dTT                                                                            (4.6) 
 
where and d are the optical absorption coefficient and the film thickness respectively. 
From Figs. 4.12 – 4.15, the energy band gap, gE of the samples were estimated using the 
relation
34
 
                        
)()( 2 gEhvhv                                                                              (4.7) 
 
where hv is the photon energy. By an extrapolation of the linear region of 2)( hv vs. hv  
plot to the photon energy axis, the energy band gap,  can be obtained. 
 
Figure 4.12. Plot of 2)( h vs. photon energy for In2O3: Cr film grown at 7.5 × 10
-6
 Torr. 
gE
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Figure 4.13. Plot of 2)( h vs. photon energy for In2O3: Cr film grown at 7.5 × 10
-5
 Torr. 
 
         
Figure. 4.14. Plot of 2)( h vs. photon energy for In2O3: Cr films deposited at partial 
oxygen pressure of 7.5 × 10
-4 
Torr.  
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Figure. 4.15. Plot of 2)( h vs. photon energy for In2O3: Cr films deposited at partial 
oxygen pressure of 7.5 × 10
-3 
Torr.  
 
        
 
Figure 4.16. The variation of energy band gap with partial pressure of oxygen. 
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A redshift of the energy band gap with partial oxygen pressure is observable from 
Fig. 4.16. The observed decrease in the energy band gap from 3.93 eV to 3.76 eV is 
attributed to the improvement in the crystallinity and order in the films with increase in 
oxygen growth pressure as seen from the XRD analysis, and this, results in the reduction 
of the interatomic spacing as well as shifts of the absorption edges to longer wavelengths. 
Tan et al.
34
 have proposed that an observed blue shift in the absorption edges of ZnO thin 
films with decrease in growth temperature is due to poor crystallinity, which gives rise to 
the absence of long-range periodicity, and increase in the extended localizations in the 
conduction and valence bands.  
4.3. Magnetotransport properties 
From Fig. 4.17, it could be noticed that the resistivity of the films increases as the 
oxygen growth pressure increases with resistivity as low as ~ 10
-4
 Ω cm. An 
improvement in mobility from 15 to 133 cm
2
/Vs with increase in partial oxygen pressure 
from 7.5 × 10
-6
 to 7.5 × 10
-3
 Torr is observed. This observed increase in mobility is due to 
improvement in crystallinity and reduction in grain boundary scattering resulting from 
increase in grain size as corroborated by XRD analysis. The increase in resistivity of the 
films from 2.0 × 10
-4
 to 4.7 × 10
-4
 Ω cm with increase in partial oxygen pressure from 7.5 
× 10
-6
 to 7.5 × 10
-3
 Torr is due to the reduction in the defect density, specifically oxygen 
vacancies. Magnetotransport properties of sample A (Hall resistance) were investigated 
with the magnetic field up to 1.5 T applied perpendicularly to the film plane in the 5 – 
300 K temperature range. The Hall resistance gives an idea of the magnetic properties, 
the conduction type as well as the carrier concentration. It turns out that the Hall 
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resistance in ferromagnetic semiconductors can be expressed as the sum of the ordinary 
and anomalous Hall terms
35
 
                       MRBRR SOHall                                                                      (4.8) 
where OR  is the ordinary Hall coefficient, B  is the magnetic field, M  is the average 
 
Figure 4.17. Effect of partial oxygen pressure on electrical (a) resistivity, (b) carrier 
concentration, and (c) mobility of In2O3:Cr films. 
 
 
magnetization, and SR  is the anomalous Hall coefficient. From equation 4.8, unlike in the 
linear field dependence for ordinary Hall effect, the non-linear magnetic field dependence 
of the anomalous Hall effect is a signature of ferromagnetic ordering. Such an anomalous 
Hall resistance behavior – proportional to the perpendicular component of magnetization, 
was observed in our films up to 300 K as could be seen from the plots of temperature and 
magnetic field dependence of Hall resistance. The persistence of the non-linear magnetic 
field dependence of the Hall resistance even at 300 K (Figs. 4.18 - 4.21) suggests the 
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existence of ferromagnetism at room temperature in our film. The negative slope of HallR   
indicates that the charge carriers are n-type. No variation in carrier concentration with 
change in temperature was observed. 
             
Figure.4.18. Hall resistance vs. magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of 
In2O3:Cr film (Sample A) at 5 K.  
 
 
              
Figure 4.19. Hall resistance vs. magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of 
In2O3:Cr film (Sample A) at 60 K.  
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Figure 4.20. Hall resistance vs. magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of 
In2O3:Cr film (Sample A) at 120 K. 
 
               
Figure 4.21. Hall resistance vs. magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of 
In2O3:Cr film (Sample A) at 300 K. 
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Temperature dependent resistivity measurements in the 45 < T < 300 K temperature 
interval for the films reveal interesting behaviors as could be seen from Figs. 4.22 – 4.25.  
                    
Figure 4.22. Resistivity vs. temperature plots for film grown at 7.5 × 10
-6
 Torr of oxygen 
pressure. 
 
 
             
Figure 4.23. Resistivity vs. temperature plots for film grown at 7.5 × 10
-5
 Torr of oxygen 
pressure. 
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For films grown at lower oxygen pressure (Samples A-C), resistivity reaches a minimum 
at approximately T = 60 K, T = 120 K, and T = 160 K respectively, and consequently 
exhibit 
                
Figure 4.24. Resistivity vs. temperature plots for film grown at 7.5 × 10
-4
 Torr of oxygen 
pressure. 
 
                  
Figure 4.25. Resistivity vs. temperature plots for film grown at 7.5 × 10
-3
 torr of oxygen 
pressure. 
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negative temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) below these temperatures. The 
samples also exhibit metallic behavior and have positive TCR in the temperature ranges 
60 < T < 300 K, 120 < T < 300 K, and 160 < T < 300 K respectively. This suggests that 
two different mechanisms are responsible for electrical dc transport in the two 
temperature regions. The reason for this behavior is still unclear; however, it has been 
speculated that the positive TCR could be due to sintering of conducting clusters which 
form conducting paths through the sample.
36
 The observed negative TCR at low 
temperatures is due to resistivity being dominated by ionized impurity scattering.
 
The 
negative-to-positive TCR transition temperature in the films was observed to increase 
with partial oxygen pressure, which indicates that the films become more semiconducting 
and less metallic as corroborated by the decrease in carrier concentration in Fig. 4.17. 
Film D, grown at high partial oxygen pressure (sample D) exhibits typical 
semiconducting behavior with negative TCR in the whole temperature region.  
 In order to understand the charge transport mechanism in this film, various 
electrical transport models – hopping conduction and ionized impurity scattering 
responsible for negative TCR were considered. Hopping conduction is usually denoted by 
an equation of the form,  
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                                                               (4.9) 
 
where 1B , 2B  and q are constants and T  is temperature. 1q  characterizes conduction 
dominated by hopping between localized states distributed in a periodic array (nearest 
neighbor hopping, NNH); q represents conduction between localized states distributed in 
a random array (variable range hopping, VRH). For systems characterized by small 
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metallic grains separated by thin insulating barriers, 2q  is used. In degenerate 
semiconductors, ionized impurity scattering usually gives rise to negative TCR and the 
temperature dependence of )(T  is given by,                
                                α                                                                         (4.10) 
 
From Fig. 4.26, the concave curvature of log )(T vs. qT
/
with ,1q suggests that 
nearest neighbor hopping (NNH) conduction is not responsible for electrical transport in 
this sample. Fig. 4.27 as well as the non-linearity of similar log )(T vs. qT
/
 plots, for 
2q  and  strongly indicate that the transport mechanism is neither governed by 
localized conduction electrons (hopping) nor scattering of conduction electrons by 
ionized impurities. 
               
Figure 4.26. ln ρ (T) vs. 1/T for sample D.    
)(T 2
3
T
4q
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Figure 4.27. ln ρ (T) vs. T -3/2 for sample D. 
 
              
Figure 4.28. ln ρ (T) vs. T -1/4 for sample D.     
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Figure 4.29. ln ρ (T) vs. T -1/2 for sample D. 
 
4.4 Magnetic properties 
Magnetization (M) vs applied magnetic field (H) data were collected on all the samples 
using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer at various 
temperatures. M-H data for all the samples show linear behavior at all temperature down 
to 5 K. Representatives of M-H plots at 300 K are shown in Fig 4.30. The linear behavior 
of M with H indicates the presence of paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic phase in the 
films. The non-existence of ferromagnetic ordering in the samples could possibly be due 
to the presence of Cr clusters which are not usually detectable with x-ray diffraction 
analysis. The presence of these clusters is usually detectable via high resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) measurements.  
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Figure 4.30. Magnetization (M) as a function of magnetic field (H) for sample A.  
 
 
              
 
Figure 4.31. Magnetization (M) as a function of magnetic field (H) for sample B. 
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        Figure 4.32. Magnetization (M) as a function of magnetic field (H) for sample C. 
                
Figure 4.33. Magnetization (M) as a function of magnetic field (H) for sample D. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
The dependence of structural, optical, electrical, magnetic, and magnetotransport 
properties of chromium doped indium oxide thin films on oxygen vacancies have been 
investigated. Structural parameters such as lattice constant and particle size, optical 
properties such transmittance and optical band gap as well as electrical properties are 
found to be sensitive to oxygen vacancies in the films. However, the magnetic properties 
of the films are unaffected by oxygen vacancies. Lattice constant and particle size in 
these films increase with reduction in oxygen vacancies. An increase in the optical 
transmittance and a reduction in band gap with a decrease in the oxygen vacancies have 
been observed. The carrier concentration decreases while the carrier mobility increases 
with decrease in oxygen vacancies. Films with higher oxygen vacancies (Samples A-C) 
exhibit semiconductor-to-metallic transitions, while film with low oxygen vacancies 
(Sample D) displayed typical semiconducting behavior. Conventional semiconducting 
electrical transport in oxide-based (In2O3:Cr) DMS films does not follow theory of 
conventional semiconductors or hopping conduction between localized states. 
Magnetization measurements carried out on the samples revealed the existence of 
paramagnetism or antiferromagnetism, and this is possibly due to the Cr segregation. The 
observed redshift in the optical band gap and increase in carrier mobility brought about 
by the improvement in crystallinity are traceable to the reduction in oxygen vacancies in 
the films. In the future, further investigations on control of Cr segregation and electrical 
and magnetic properties are necessary in order to better understand complex electrical 
transport and magnetic behavior in oxide-based DMS.  
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